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KEY=FUORI - COLEMAN BRADFORD
GENERAL RELATIVITY FOR BABIES
Sourcebooks, Inc. Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Science, Organic Chemistry for Babies, and Quantum Physics for Babies will love this introduction to Einstein's most famous theory! Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It only takes a small spark
to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert, General Relativity for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to Einstein's most famous theory. Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about black holes, gravitational waves, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that
adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a quantum physicist! If you're looking for books similar to Baby Loves
Science by Ruth Spiro, quantum information for babies, or infant science books, look no further! General Relativity for Babies oﬀers fun early learning for your little quantum physicist!

OPTIMISTS DIE FIRST
Random House Petula has avoided friendship and happiness ever since tragedy struck her family and took her beloved younger sister Maxine. Worse, Petula blames herself. If only she'd kept an eye on her sister, if only she'd sewn the button Maxine choked on better, if
only... Now her anxiety is getting out of control, she is forced to attend the world’s most hopeless art therapy class. But one day, in walks the Bionic Man: a charming, amazingly tall newcomer called Jacob, who is also an amputee. Petula's ready to freeze him out, just
like she did with her former best friend, but when she’s paired with Jacob for a class project, there’s no denying they have brilliant ideas together – ideas like remaking Wuthering Heights with cats. But Petula and Jacob each have desperately painful secrets in their
pasts – and when the truth comes out, there’s no way Petula is ready for it.

WHITE FANG
Read Books Ltd “White Fang” is a 1906 novel by American writer Jack London that tells the tale of a wild wolfdog who resides in the Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories of Canada during the Klondike Gold Rush in the 1890s. Presented from the four-legged
protagonist's point of view, it is the charming story of White Fang's journey from the wilderness to domestication. John Griﬃth London (1876 – 1916), commonly known as Jack London, was an American journalist, social activist, and novelist. He was an early pioneer of
commercial magazine ﬁction, becoming one of the ﬁrst globally-famous celebrity writers who were able to earn a large amount of money from their writing. London is famous for his contributions to early science ﬁction and also notably belonged to "The Crowd", a
literary group an Francisco known for its radical members and ideas. Other notable works by this author include: “Martin Eden” (1909), “The Kempton-Wace Letters” (1903), and “The Call of the Wild” (1903). Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and
expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an aﬀordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially-commissioned new biography of the author.

WHITE FANG
EASYREAD SUPER LARGE 24PT EDITION
ReadHowYouWant.com

A DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH HOMONYMS
PRONOUNCING AND EXPLANATORY
Franklin Classics This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

EDENS ZERO 8
Kodansha America LLC ENTER THE SUPERHERO When she ﬁnds out that Valkyrie, her beloved mentor, is dead, Homura is shaken to her core. Vowing to avenge this death, Homura sets out–only to learn that the one behind the murder is none other than her own mother,
Madame Kurenai. Now the time has come for the labor district, Rebecca, and Shiki to revolt against Kurenai’s tyrannical reign. But the leader of Sun Jewel has powerful warriors at her command that may very soon outnumber the rebels… In these troubled times, a new
hero arises: The Arsenal.

BLUEBERRY BEAR
A yellow bear ﬁnds he has eaten too many blueberries.

VITAL SUBJECTS
RACE AND BIOPOLITICS IN ITALY, 1860-1920
Oxford University Press Vital Subjects: Race and Biopolitics in Italy is an interdisciplinary study of how racial and colonial discourses shaped the “making” of Italians as modern political subjects in the years between its administrative uniﬁcation (1861-1870) and the end
of the First World War (1919). This title was made Open Access by libraries from around the world through Knowledge Unlatched.
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THE RAFT
CreateSpace "He opened his suitcase and a ray of sunshine came out. -It's for when I'm afraid of the dark in the new house where I will live.-" Five little refugees traveling on a raft, in the middle of the sea, hold on to their hopes for a brighter future. It ends on a positive
note. ***** 40 million refugees in the world are forced to ﬂee their homeland under threat of persecution, conﬂict and violence. Children constitute about 40 percent of the world's refugees.

ZIBALDONE
Farrar, Straus and Giroux A groundbreaking translation of the epic work of one of the great minds of the nineteenth century Giacomo Leopardi was the greatest Italian poet of the nineteenth century and was recognized by readers from Nietzsche to Beckett as one of the
towering literary ﬁgures in Italian history. To many, he is the ﬁnest Italian poet after Dante. (Jonathan Galassi's translation of Leopardi's Canti was published by FSG in 2010.) He was also a prodigious scholar of classical literature and philosophy, and a voracious reader
in numerous ancient and modern languages. For most of his writing career, he kept an immense notebook, known as the Zibaldone, or "hodge-podge," as Harold Bloom has called it, in which Leopardi put down his original, wide-ranging, radically modern responses to
his reading. His comments about religion, philosophy, language, history, anthropology, astronomy, literature, poetry, and love are unprecedented in their brilliance and suggestiveness, and the Zibaldone, which was only published at the turn of the twentieth century,
has been recognized as one of the foundational books of modern culture. Its 4,500-plus pages have never been fully translated into English until now, when a team under the auspices of Michael Caesar and Franco D'Intino of the Leopardi Centre in Birmingham,
England, have spent years producing a lively, accurate version. This essential book will change our understanding of nineteenth-century culture. This is an extraordinary, epochal publication.

TERRY TOOTS
Chronicle Books Fanny the elephant farts everywhere she goes and her best friends ﬁnally decide that she must be sent away from them.

THE MERMAID'S PURSE
Knopf Books for Young Readers A collection of poems about the creatures of the sea, including the limpet, crab, and conger eel.

THE GOLDFISH BOY
Scholastic UK Twelve-year-old Matthew is trapped in his bedroom by crippling OCD, spending most of his time staring out of his window as the inhabitants of Chestnut Close go about their business. Until the day he is the last person to see his next door neighbour's
toddler, Teddy, before he goes missing. Matthew must turn detective and unravel the mystery of Teddy's disappearance - with the help of a brilliant cast of supporting characters. Page-turning, heartbreaking, but ultimately life-aﬃrming, this story is perfect for fans of
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time and Wonder. It is a book that will make you laugh and cry.

THE HOUSE OF OTHERS
Northwestern University Press The illegitimate son of a fortune teller, Ezio Comparoni (1920-52) never knew his father, rarely left his home town, and admitted no one to his home. His deliberate obscurity was compounded by his use of many pseudonyms, including Silvio
d'Arzo, under which he wrote the remarkable novella and three stories collected in The House of Others. The novella The House of Others is among the rare perfect works of twentieth century ﬁction. In a desolate mountain village an old woman visits the parish priest,
ostensibly to ask about dissolving a marriage. Gradually, as she probes for information on "special cases"--cases in which what is obviously wrong can also be irrefutably right--it becomes clear her true question is whether or not she might take her own life. The
question is metaphysical, involving not only the woman's life but the priest's; and to it he has no answer.

FIVE LITTLE FIENDS
A&C Black Five little ﬁends live alone, each in their little statue. And each day they go out to stand together and look at the world. But one day they go from looking to taking and these simple acts of selﬁshness cause a rather big change of attitude. For ages 3+.

CRABTREE
A BOOK
McSweeney's When Alfred Crabtree loses his false teeth, he must search for them among his piles upon piles of belongings.

LITTLE ONE
Hachette UK A touching exploration of love and new discoveries, seen through the eyes of a bear and her cub. Big Bear stepped out of her winter den. By her side, half asleep and blinking in the spring sunshine, wobbled a tiny cub... Spring is here and new life is stirring.
There is so much for Big Bear to teach her new cub as they step out into the forest. Their journey will take them through summer and autumn and winter, always together, always discovering. With its evocative charcoal drawings and lyrical storytelling, Jo Weaver's
debut book has the feel of an instant classic and has been longlisted for the Kate Greenaway Medal 2016. Jo Weaver was shortlisted for the AOI Illustration New Talent Awards 2014. Visit Jo at joweaver.co.uk

WRITING AND PERFORMING FEMALE IDENTITY IN ITALIAN CULTURE
Springer This volume investigates the ways in which Italian women writers, ﬁlmmakers, and performers have represented female identity across genres from the immediate post-World War II period to the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Considering genres such as
prose, poetry, drama, and ﬁlm, these essays examine the vision of female agency and self-actualization arising from women artists’ critique of female identity. This dual approach reveals unique interpretations of womanhood in Italy spanning more than ﬁfty years,
while also providing a deep investigation of the manipulation of canvases historically centered on the male subject. With its unique coupling of generic and thematic concerns, the volume contributes to the ever expanding female artistic legacy, and to our
understanding of postwar Italian women’s evolving relationship to the narration of history, gender roles, and these artists’ use and revision of generic convention to communicate their vision.

TUBA LESSONS
The Creative Company A walk to a tuba lesson becomes a fantastic adventure through the woods when a young boy encounters animals that accompany him with music of their own, until a big bear's own loud playing nearly carries the boy away.

KEYWORDS FOR CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
NYU Press The study of children's literature and culture has been experiencing a renaissance, with vital new work proliferating across many areas of interest. Mapping this vibrant scholarship, this work presents 49 original essays on the essential terms and concepts of
the ﬁeld with scope, clarity, and interdisciplinary play between concepts. From Aesthetics to Young Adult, a multidisciplinary cast of scholars explores the vocabulary central to the study of children's literature. Following the growth of his or her word, each author
traces its branching uses and meanings, often into unfamiliar disciplinary territories. Award-winning novelist Philip Pullman writes about Intentionality, Education expert Margaret Meek Spencer addresses Reading, literary scholar Peter Hunt historicizes Children's
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Literature, Psychologist Hugh Crago examines Story, librarian and founder of the inﬂuential Child Lit litserv Michael Joseph investigates Liminality. In the spirit of Raymond Williams' seminal Keywords, this book is a snapshot of a vocabulary of children's literature that
is changing, expanding, and ever unﬁnished.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING
Red Comet Press The animals of the forest have assembled to discuss what is the most important thing: to have a trunk like an elephant, quills like a porcupine, or a long neck like a giraﬀe? Naturally, every animal is convinced that its particular trait is the most
important one and that everyone should have it. But when the double pages open to show all the animals with the quills of a porcupine, the long neck of a giraﬀe, or the trunk or the elephant, everyone must agree that the true importance lies precisely in their
collective 'diversity'. It is that which makes them all unique and essential to life of the forest. The Most Important Thing received a UNESCO honorable mention for peace and collaboration. An important message of diversity and inclusion delivered in the form of a
charming modern fable.

STARS AND MASCULINITIES IN CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN CINEMA
Palgrave Macmillan In 2005 Michele Placido's Romanzo criminale showcased to an international audience a generation of stars (Riccardo Scamarcio, Kim Rossi Stuart, Pierfrancesco Favino, Elio Germano, Stefano Accorsi and Claudio Santamaria). The ﬁlm foregrounded
many of the features of current Italian cinema production: its emphasis on homosocial bonding, particularly its turning towards the contested period of 1970s terrorism, and its use of charismatic male performers working together repeatedly. Stars and Masculinities in
Contemporary Italian Cinema is the ﬁrst book to explore contemporary male stars and cinematic constructions of masculinity in Italy, uniting star analysis with detailed consideration of the masculinities that are dominating current Italian cinematic output. Focusing on
star bodies and performance styles, this book argues, however, that we can read a palpable anxiety regarding contemporary Italian masculinity, which is seen as constantly vulnerable.

A LETTER FOR LEO
HarperCollins The illustrator of Eve Bunting’s Tweak Tweak and Have You Seen My New Blue Socks? makes his Clarion debut as author/illustrator with a tender book about loneliness and friendship. Leo, a mailman, takes in a small bird, Cheep, who missed the autumn
migration of his ﬂock.When spring comes and Cheep moves on, Leo is sad to see him go, but he also has hope, and the letter he has been longing for ﬁnally arrives. Sergio Ruzzier’s signature, slightly surreal animal characters and the setting, rendered in brilliant
colors, make this simple, eloquent story a visual treat for the very young.

THE ASPERN PAPERS
The Floating Press The Aspern Papers is a novella set in Venice. A young man travels to the city and takes lodgings with an old woman--the former lover of the dead American poet Aspern. The man believes the old woman still has some letters from Aspern and he
ingratiates himself with her niece in an attempt to ﬁnd them. Suspense builds around the motives and actions of James' masterfully drawn characters.

PETE’S A PIZZA
Penguin UK Pete is in a bad mood. It's raining and he can't play out. But never fear, Pete's dad has just the idea to cheer Pete up - turn him into a pizza! He kneads the dough, adds oil and tomatoes, and with some tickles and giggles along the way, before long the sun
comes out... A picture book classic from the creator of Shrek; a laugh-out-loud celebration of parents everywhere.

LOSER
Harper Collins From renowned Newbery-winning author Jerry Spinelli comes a powerful story about how not ﬁtting in just might lead to an incredible life. This classic book is perfect for fans of Gordon Korman and Carl Hiaasen. Just like other kids, Zinkoﬀ rides his bike,
hopes for snow days, and wants to be like his dad when he grows up. But Zinkoﬀ also raises his hand with all the wrong answers, trips over his own feet, and falls down with laughter over a word like "Jabip." Other kids have their own word to describe him, but Zinkoﬀ
is too busy to hear it. He doesn't know he's not like everyone else. And one winter night, Zinkoﬀ's diﬀerences show that any name can someday become "hero." With some of his ﬁnest writing to date and great wit and humor, Jerry Spinelli creates a story about a boy's
individuality surpassing the need to ﬁt in and the genuine importance of failure. As readers follow Zinkoﬀ from ﬁrst through sixth grade, it becomes impossible not to identify with and root for him through failures and triumphs. The perfect classroom read.

THE SUMMER OF THE PIKE
Three children who live on the grounds of a German castle spend the summer trying to catch a pike trapped in the moat, while the mother of two of the children is slowly dying of cancer.

UP ABOVE AND DOWN BELOW
Owlkids An authorial debut by a popular illustrator from Santiago de Chile depicts people from the upper and lower regions of the world who view each other as being very diﬀerent until they turn themselves upside down.

STORY OF THE LITTLE MOLE WHO KNEW IT WAS NONE OF HIS BUSINESS [30TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION]
Pavilion Children's Books A special edition celebrating 30 years of a picture book phenomenon. A success since its publication in 1989, The Story of the Little Mole has delighted adults and children alike to become an all-time humour classic. This hilarious picture book tells
the tale of a little mole who wakes up one morning only to have one of the other animals 'do its business' on his head. The Little Mole then sets out to track down the culprit to exact his revenge in his own little way. This new anniversary edition is a fantastic way to
introduce children to the amazing world of books. This children's classic by story and illustrator duo Werner Holzwarth and Wolf Erlbruch is now reissued in a special anniversary edition, with accompanying marketing and publicity campaign.

MY MESSED-UP LIFE
Random House Violet is not impressed with her TV director dad: he’s decided to abandon his family in Vancouver to start over with a new younger wife in LA. To Violet, it’s like he’s traded his old life for a better one – complete with new and improved children. To make
matters worse, her mom has taken up with a dorky new man called Dudley Wiener. Violet decides to take control. She needs a new stepfather who is perfect, charming and will show Dad what he’s missing: she needs George Clooney, Hollywood superstar.

STUART GOES TO SCHOOL
Scholastic Inc. This hilarious sequel to Stuart's Cape is a witty chapter book about an eight-year-old worrier's ﬁrst day of school. Our favorite worrier is back, and Stuart is about to start third grade. As he makes his way to the ﬁrst day of school, wearing the worst outﬁt
ever, what could a ﬁrst-rate worrier do but worry?Stuart worries about getting stuck in the boys' bathroom and about not having anything to show for show-and-tell, but most of all, about not making any friends. With his cape, though, Stuart is bound to have a day full
of wacky adventures.

FIGURES OF THE THINKABLE
Stanford University Press A collection of articles, lectures, and interviews whose apparent variety, touching on social criticism, psychoanalysis, philosophy, poetry and science, among others, is actually strongly focused on one main idea: that of autonomous, creative
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action at the individual and collective levels.

I PRELIBRI
PREBOOKS
PRINCESS CHAMOMILE GETS HER WAY
Puﬃn Fed up with her royal routine of frilly dresses and being restricted to the castle grounds, Princess Chamomile escapes her watchful Nanny Nettle, and heads straight to a candy store, where she must outsmart a dangerous villain. Reprint.

SUNDAY'S CHILDREN
Arcade Publishing The Swedish ﬁlm director, who has turned towriting novels, probes the life of his parents in a sequelto Best Intentions. This book, too, is populated by a castof complex characters: a tyrannical father, a beautifulwife contemplating separation, children,
aunts anddomestics.

LAMBERTO, LAMBERTO, LAMBERTO
Melville House A fable for children and adults: a story of life, death, and terrorism—in the grand tradition of Exupé ry’s The Little Prince When we ﬁrst meet 93-year-old millionaire Baron Lamberto, he has been diagnosed with 24 life-threatening ailments—one for each of
the 24 banks he owns. But when he takes the advice of an Egyptian mystic and hires servants to chant his name over and over again, he seems to not only get better, but younger. Except then a terrorist group lays siege to his island villa, his team of bank managers
has to be bussed in to help with the ransom negotiations, and a media spectacle breaks out . . . A hilarious and strangely moving tale that seems ripped from the headlines—although actually written during the time the Red Brigades were terrorizing Italy—Gianni
Rodari’s Lamberto, Lamberto, Lamberto has become one of Italy’s most beloved fables. Never before translated into English, the novel is a reminder, as Rodari writes, that “there are things that only happen in fairytales.”

WE ARE ALL MADE OF MOLECULES
Thirteen-year-old Stewart is academically brilliant but socially clueless. Fourteen-year-old Ashley is the undisputed It girl in her class, but her grades stink. Their worlds are about to collide when Stewart and his dad move in with Ashley and her mom. Stewart is trying
to be 89.9 percent happy about it, but Ashley is 110 percent horriﬁed. She already has to hide the real reason her dad moved out; Spewart could further threaten her position at the top of the social ladder.

THE PULL OF THE OCEAN
Laurel Leaf Loosely based on Charles Perrault's "Tom Thumb," seven brothers in modern-day France ﬂee their poor parents' farm, led by the youngest who, although mute and unusually small, is exceptionally wise.

NEVER CATCH A COLD
Creative Editions Head Colds. Neglected Colds. Why are there so many Colds? Renowned artist André François explains in his own delightfully comical way in Never Catch a Cold, narrating just why the Cold—in all its various forms—continues to ﬂourish. He also introduces
readers to a host of fantastical creatures outlived by the Cold. François' tongue-in-cheek humor and inimitable black-ink drawings make this a Cold epidemic worth getting in on!

HELLO, DOCTOR
A dedicated veterinarian treats a room full of ailing animals, including a crocodile and an elephant, before receiving a cunning wolf who proves to be trickier than expected, in a whimsical story told through comic-style illustrations.
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